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Introduction
The growing interest in “design thinking” from other disciplines has challenged the design community to be more explicit about its theories, methods, and models, including the concept of “framing.” Framing has found a new and revitalized position in design theory; the discussion of it has moved in two differing directions in the current literature, each suggesting different points of focus.

On the one hand, framing is discussed as a way to approach wicked problems. Frames are highlighted as the designer’s approach to creating a new or redefined perspective on a problem that offers a new and radical direction for resolving it. Framing in this context is used to handle ill-defined, open-ended, and ambiguous problems that other problem-solving methodologies fail to handle. In these discussions, the framing is commonly labeled a “problem frame,” signifying that the problem is the center of the framing activity.¹

On the other hand, framing as originally developed had the aim of providing a better understanding of design reasoning and meaning making. Several studies have followed this initial thinking on frames and further explored reasoning and meaning making in the context of design teams and their creation of solutions. Here, frames have been defined from an operational perspective as the implicit assumptions that influence which issues are seen as relevant, which values and goals are deemed important, and which criteria can be used to evaluate the meaningfulness of a given solution.² The creation of these frames is more closely related to understanding the significance of a given solution, rather than to understanding the problem; therefore, we propose labeling them “meaning frames.”

The main argument of this paper is that although the development of the problem framing concept has been vital to the design community, understanding how designers create “meaning frames” and how the frames’ structure integrates important perspectives on the product and sets the relevant boundaries for the envisioned solution space offers greater value and insight. Based on a literature review, we conceptualize meaning frames as a basis...
for understanding the way designers and design teams create a vision for the project and define the solution space in the early phases of innovation. We use this conceptual model to conduct comparative, in-depth case studies of the framing process at five different companies: Butchers & Bicycles, Libratone, Coloplast, Vipp, and B&O. The case studies allow us to identify and understand relevant elements and patterns that characterize the meaning framing process. As such, the case studies provide further insight into how expert framers, based on an initial problem frame, develop a set of solution frames to integrate different perspectives and how these frames together constitute the meaning frame.

Framing Theory: Two Emerging Directions

As frames have been explored in various fields of research, they have come to be defined as cognitive shortcuts that help to make sense of complex situations. Erving Goffman has made one of the most important contributions to the concept of frames in the context of design as part of his work on reflective practice. Schön was the first to explain the design process as a matter of naming, framing, moving, and reflecting. Framing was initially defined as representing “the underlying structure of belief, perception and appreciation.” Numerous studies have built on Schön’s work on framing and provided the design community with new insights into this implicit and informal process, which is based on abductive reasoning and tacit knowledge. Schön has been widely acknowledged by design practitioners for his ability to describe the design process in practice. However, in the research community, Schön also has been criticized for his lack of both empirical evidence and precision in terminology. More recent research on frames and framing has sought to present a more nuanced understanding of the framing process, resulting in two different theoretical directions for framing.

Problem Frame

Kees Dorst’s introduction in 2011 of a model that combined different modes of reasoning and problem solving in the notion of frames was an important milestone in the definition of problem frames. Dorst showed that when designers work with wicked and ambiguous problems, they do not define upfront what they are designing or how the solution is going to work; instead, designers create a frame. The frame is a proposal for how the solution will work to achieve an aspired value. Thus, the designer creates both a new way of understanding the problem and a new direction for the solution, which then can be tested and explored further (see Figure 1).

Dorst defined a problem frame as a proposal of how to handle a wicked problem. His definition provides an important clarification of how designers approach problems, as well as an understanding of why frames play such an important role in the
Meaning Frames

Originally, the concept of framing was developed and defined with the aim of providing a better understanding of the design reasoning and meaning-making behind a given solution. Framing was a process of sense-making that allows designers to “see things as” or to create specific object worlds. In many of the studies we identify as focusing on meaning framing, the act of framing is most often explored in the context of design teams. Hence, it is highlighted as an approach to creating a “shared” understanding of relevant issues, important values and goals in the project, and criteria for evaluation. The purpose of the meaning frame is to create a plausible image that rationalizes what will be created and thus gives context to the decision making and the steering of the design process. In these studies, the observable dialog reveals how teams create, test, and negotiate the frames differently than individuals undertaking a framing process, where framing is mainly done through personal reflection. The research on framing in teams has further underlined how important the framing process is for the success of conceptual development and the importance of the team’s engaging in a shared framing process to achieve shared goals. Meaning frames typically are identified by an operationalized definition. For example, Hey et al. defined the frame by its constitution in the design process; similarly, Dong et al. (2013)
defined solution frames with respect to their function in the team.

The prior literature on frames and framing contains two different matters of concern: framing of the problem and framing of the meaning of the solution. Valkenburg touched on this difference in 2000, when she looked at the reflective practices in teams and noted that “we can make a distinction between frames concerning the design task (the problem) and frames concerning the solution(s).” However, she did not further clarify or examine the subject. Similarly, in introducing the concept of shared mental models, Dong, Kleinsmann, and Deken indicate a difference between frames that focus on the problem (a “shared way of seeing” at a specific moment in the design process that directs the team’s actions) and frames that focus on the solution (a shared mental model ascribed to the entirety of the knowledge and belief structures associated with the design). Further, when Stompff, Smulders, and Henze studied the reframing process in interdisciplinary design teams, they found two steps in the reframing process: first, sense making (that deals with the problem situation) and second, future framing (that focuses on the solution).

Despite the fact that these studies indicate a difference in frames relating to the problem and frames evolving around meaning making, the distinction between problem frames and meaning frames is not explicitly articulated, nor is it well understood in design research. Based on our literature review of recent research on frames, we identify four dimensions to which problem frames and meaning frames relate differently: 1) the frame’s purpose; 2) its constitution in the design process; 3) its role with respect to the teams; and 4) the frame’s temporality. (See Figure 2 for an overview.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROBLEM FRAME</th>
<th>MEANING FRAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE FRAME?</strong></td>
<td>To create a novel standpoint from which a problem can be solved (Dorst 2015, 55).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHAT CONSTITUTES THE FRAME IN THE PROCESS?</strong></td>
<td>A new and innovative perspective on the problem situation in the form of e.g. metaphors or coherent statements which are useful to ‘think with’ (Pee, Dorst, and Van der Bijl-Brouwer 2015; Dorst 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE FRAME WITH RESPECT TO THE TEAM?</strong></td>
<td>A ‘shared way of seeing’ at a specific moment in the design process that directs the team’s actions (Dong, Kleinsmann, and Deken 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHAT IS THE TEMPORALITY OF THE FRAME?</strong></td>
<td>Once accepted the frame immediately begins to fade (Dorst 2015)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2
The division between problem frames and meaning frames.
Dividing frames into problem frames and meaning frames provides a new perspective on the framing process—both in terms of understanding the contributions of previous studies and as a new starting point for approaching future research into frames. However, it also reveals a gap in consistent terminology, particularly with respect to meaning frames. Although recent research has scrutinized and explained the structure of problem frames, an examination of the structure of meaning frames is still lacking in current design research on framing, and the understanding of the meaning frame as a concept has less consensus compared to the concept of problem frames. Dorst’s work on problem frames has created an important definition and foundation for further work with problem frames, and a similar definition and foundation still are needed for meaning frames.

To provide clarification and a deeper understanding of the definition and structure of meaning frames, we build on Dorst’s definition of a problem frame. We expect this definition for meaning frames to be more complex because it must hold the entirety of knowledge and belief structures associated with the design. Our argument is that meaning frames are constituted by several different frames. First, the problem frame provides an important direction by establishing the problem; second, multiple solution frames are integrated to identify potential directions for the solution. We expect these solution frames to have a similar structure to Dorst’s definition of problem frames and thus to connect an aspired value with a working principle. Moreover, as Dorst also highlights, we expect these solution frames to be communicated through metaphors and storytelling because such methods more easily allow the designers to change perceptions as well as make the key elements of the new solutions visible (see Figure 3).
The following analysis examines the meaning frames, understood as the connection between: 1) a key insight, 2) an aspired value, 3) a metaphor (or one-liner), and 4) a working principle.

Methodology
To explore what characterizes a meaning frame, we conducted case studies of the design of meaningful products. The research focused on already existing products to ensure that the meaning frames would be apparent. The case studies included a series of semi-structured interviews with five designers or design teams in four different industries. The designers all worked as in-house teams in one of the following companies: Butchers & Bicycles, Libratone, Coloplast, Vipp, or B&O (Bang & Olufsen). The interviews focused on examining the framing of the products, based on the parameters delineated. In practice, the semi-structured interview guide centered on questions about the needs, dilemmas, or paradoxes for which the products were created, their unique selling points, and their positioning in the marketplace. Furthermore, the interviews were intended to produce insight into the reasoning for and principles behind the products, including their aspired values, solution principles, descriptive metaphors, and one-liners. We gathered data by reviewing the history of the development process, its challenges and strategic decisions, and by asking questions about the reasons for specific details of the products. We made audio recordings of the interviews, transcribed the central parts, and analyzed them according to the analytical framework outlined; the analyses were shown to the designers to verify the findings.

Cases and Analyses
In this section, we provide a short introduction to each of the products and then present an overview of the different frames with which the design teams worked, including the insight that initiated the frame, the aspired value that arose, the descriptive metaphor or one-liner that guided them, and the solution principles that resulted. Finally, we identify the characteristics of the product’s meaning frame.

Butchers & Bicycles: MK1-E (cargo bike)
The MK1-E is an electric cargo bike designed for urban bikers who have become parents and therefore need transportation that carries their children. The problem framing of the MK1-E was to create the Tesla of electric bikes and thereby an approach for addressing the new urban parents’ paradox of having to choose between the car (which would change their lifestyle) and the slow and heavy cargo bikes (which would ruin their feeling of flow and easy movement in the city). When the design team moved from the overall problem frame of Tesla of electric bikes toward the solution, they needed to integrate different perspectives for the solution. First, regarding the
experience of riding the cargo bike, the design team learned that the cargo bikes currently on the market were very heavy and slow. In their design, they wanted to create a cargo bike that had the agility of a regular bike—in other words, a three-wheeler that drives like a two-wheeler—and the working principle would allow the driver to lean into the corner, as on a regular bike. Another solution frame added to the MK1-E was expressed as an everyday tool that
works. This frame focused on the interaction with the bike and added the intention to create a cargo bike that was easy to buy, use, manage, and maintain. Finally, the team added the solution frame, *quality that lasts*, which influenced the choice of styling and materials. (Figure 4 shows the full meaning frame for the MK1-E.)

**Libratone: Live (music system)**

Libratone Live is an airplay speaker with a 360-degree sound experience. When the speaker first was introduced, the market of docking stations was growing, but the sound quality of most of the products was very poor. Hence, the problem framing was to create the speaker as an acoustic guitar and to create a full room sound experience from just one unit. Based on the initial problem framing, the team added a further solution frame: The traditional, bulky hi-fi speakers, often bought by males, generally ended up “in the basement” when they moved in with a girlfriend. The design team created a frame for the solution that would allow the product to be displayed more prominently, called as a piece of furniture. The intention was to differentiate the product from the existing market by deemphasizing the electronic/technology reference and adding a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEANING FRAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insight</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The market for docking stations is growing because people use mp3 players, iPods and phones for music, however the sound quality in most docking stations is very poor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The market for consumer electronics is highly competitive. As a newcomer, the best way to penetrate the market is through differentiation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditionally, high end hi-fi systems are bought by males. However, they often end up in the basement, because they are not ‘allowed’ into the living room by the female occupant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music consumption is changing. Music is not just something you sit down and listen to; it has become a soundtrack to other activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5
The Meaning Frame of Libratone Live.
### MEANING FRAME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insight</th>
<th>Aspired values</th>
<th>Frame metaphor/ oneliner</th>
<th>Working principle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For many patients getting an ostomy, it is often combined with feeling a loss of dignity. And even if patients after some time end up living almost normal lives, the medical expression of the ostomy bag keeps them in the paradigm of being sick or handicapped.</td>
<td>The aspired value is to create a product that changes the paradigm of ostomies from the prosthesis expression that stigmatizes the user as sick or handicapped to a product that radiates 'just an everyday product' and help the user to retain a feeling of dignity.</td>
<td>As a piece of clothing.</td>
<td>Fabric cover rather than the typical plastic cover that resembles products typically used in the hospital. Geometric shapes, rather than organic shapes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presently ostomy bags are made from cheap plastic material (typically used for disposable one-time-use products) and therefore they are very uncomfortable to wear.</td>
<td>The aspired value is to create a product that feels comfortable and natural to wear close to the body.</td>
<td>Material dignity.</td>
<td>Woven lining fabric that feels soft to the skin. No division marks or edges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presently, ostomy bags imitate white 'skin colour' which make them look strange or 'wrong' on bodies of darker skin colour. Furthermore, if the ostomy bag differentiates too much from the skin colour, its shadow on the skin becomes visible under white or light coloured clothing.</td>
<td>The aspired value is to create a product that looks beautiful on every skin colour and is perfectly discrete under light coloured clothing.</td>
<td>Become one with the shadow.</td>
<td>A warm grey colour that is based on the similarities between different skin tones and aligned with the 'colour' of the bag's shadow on skin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety with respect to leakage and bad smells is very important to the patients. Coloplast is leader of the ostomy bags' market, because they were the first to offer this safety. But competitors are catching up and hence it is considered duty functions and no longer a differentiating capabilities.</td>
<td>The aspired value is to build upon the core values and working principles that can be found in Coloplast's previous ostomy products and the on-going research with respect to this.</td>
<td>Security first.</td>
<td>Very flexible 'glue disk' that fits all body shapes and sizes to avoid leakages. Furthermore the 'glue disk' can be placed on and removed from the body without causing damage to the skin. Different layers of material in the bag to prevent leakage of fluid and smell, while allowing the possibility to look into the bag if needed. New filter-system for air-transmission that lowers the probability of ballooning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6

home reference. Finally, the team also created the solution frames, bold and discrete and portable plug and play to define a direction for the interaction with the product, as well as to nuance the product’s expression. (See Libratone’s meaning frame in Figure 5.)
Coloplast: SenSura Mio

Sensura Mio is an ostomy bag developed by Coloplast. It is a product that approaches the emotional challenges of ostomy procedures, which often are difficult for the patients because they feel like they have lost their dignity. The ostomy bags that are currently on the market have a prosthesis expression that stigmatizes the patient as handicapped or sick. Therefore, the problem framing was to create an ostomy bag that would look just like a piece of clothing and thereby minimize the focus on being sick. When the design team moved from the overall problem frame toward the solution, they added a few more solution frames. The first, material dignity, focused on making the ostomy bag more comfortable to wear. A second solution frame was called become one with the shadow. With this solution frame, the team aspired to make a product that would look natural on every skin color and be discrete under light-colored clothing.

Finally, the team adopted one of the solution frames that can be found in all Coloplast’s ostomy bags, security first, which focuses on the importance of creating a product that is safe in terms of leaks, both of contents and odors. (See Figure 6 for the meaning frame of the SenSura Mio.)

Vipp: Vipp Kitchen

The Vipp kitchen is a high-end, stainless steel kitchen that builds on the design DNA of the Vipp pedal bin. The pedal bin, designed in 1939, is known for its durability and classic expression. Previously, it was sold as an accessory to new kitchens in various kitchen retail stores; however, executives at Vipp were dissatisfied with this arrangement, mainly because kitchens are fashion products with a limited lifetime, and Vipp bins are produced to last for decades. Hence, Vipp’s design team decided to create a kitchen to go with the bin. When the design team moved from the overall problem frame toward the solution, it added a few more solution frames to transfer some of the DNA from the bin to the kitchen, including it is a tool and demonstrating craftsmanship. The aim of the first frame was to set a direction for the interaction, whereas the second solution frame set a direction for the quality of the product. In the process, the designers also added the solution frames, Ford T-type choices and free-flowing boxes. The Ford T-type choices referred to Henry Ford’s famous quote: “Any colour—so long as it’s black” and set the direction for few choices and few customization possibilities. This was added to accommodate online sales and to set a direction for the purchase experience. The free-flowing boxes frame was added to enable easy installation all over the world. (See the full meaning frame in Figure 7.)
B&O Play: Beoplay A9 (music system)

Beoplay A9 is one of the first products launched from B&O's sub-brand, B&O Play. A9 is a music system designed and crafted as a piece of furniture, with legs of wood and a cover made of fabric. The overall aim was to introduce young people to the B&O brand, quality, and experience and to turn them into future B&O customers. The expression of the product was a main consideration in the
The design process, focusing on how a music system could fit the home environment and not be just another docking station. The expression of a chair became the main reference. Accordingly, and to view the product differently, the problem framing was *it’s a design chair and not a pretentious sculpture*. When the design team moved from the overall problem frame toward the solution, it added a few solution frames, including *on the go*. The team realized that young people are more mobile: They move from apartment to apartment, and hence, the installation and integration into the house that most B&O products demand are less attractive. The main focus, then, was to make the product easy to move and to reposition—without any stationary installations. Three further frames were added. The first one, *the large tuba*, was a reference to the musical instrument and set a direction for the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Frame</th>
<th>Insight</th>
<th>Aspired values</th>
<th>Frame metaphor/oneliner</th>
<th>Working principle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Previously, young people would get introduced to the B&amp;O brand through their parents, and get to know the quality and experience at a young age to become loyal future customers. Today that is not the case</td>
<td>The aspired value is to create B&amp;O products that can introduce young people to the B&amp;O brand, quality and experience and to make them future B&amp;O customers.</td>
<td>“it is a designer chair and not a pretentious sculpture”.</td>
<td>New design direction mirroring other products used by young people - visual inspiration from the Eames chair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution frame</td>
<td>Young people less static. They move from apartment to apartment, and hence the intricate installation and integration into the house that most B&amp;O products demand are less attractive.</td>
<td>The aspired value is to create B&amp;O products for parties that can fill the room with music, but easily be moved and repositioned. It must be able to follow the party.</td>
<td>“Placeability” or “Go where the party people are”</td>
<td>Plug and play. Handle for lifting, Air-play and use of wi-fi. Legs and wall mounting opportunity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution frame</td>
<td>Many objects in music have round references. The compact disk, the volume bottom, the tuba and trumpet.</td>
<td>The aspired value is to express this timeless shape of music.</td>
<td>“BEO round” or “the large tuba”.</td>
<td>The main shape is round.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution frame</td>
<td>The unlimited access to music sometimes makes it hard to select music and turning on the music can be slow.</td>
<td>The aspired value is to create a product that will start playing easily and instantly.</td>
<td>“The hand on the product”.</td>
<td>You can turn on the product just by touching it. You can turn the speaker up and down, just by caressing it on top.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution frame</td>
<td>B&amp;O is known for its craftsmanship.</td>
<td>The aspired value is to transfer this craftsmanship to the new product.</td>
<td>“B&amp;O craftsmanship”.</td>
<td>Detailed design of openings on the back in order to make sound come out from here. Quality in every connection line or assembly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8  
The Meaning Frame of B&O Play A9.
main shape of the product. A second one, B&O craftsmanship, was a reference to the B&O identity and set a direction for the detailing. Finally, the hand on the product set a direction for the interaction and music experience. Here, the team found that access to unlimited music often means that turning on music is a slow process. The aspired value was to produce music quickly and easily, making the product easy to master, even for guests, without complex instructions. The product should invite interaction by making it playful, so in place of a remote, the user controls the music by stroking it. (The full meaning frame is shown in Figure 8.)

Findings
The interviews with the designers and design teams about the reasoning behind the products revealed that they developed their products based on an initial problem frame, as well as on a number of solution frames that were added when the design team moved from the overall problem framing toward the solution.

The different solution frames each added further perspectives or detailed directions for certain aspects of the product, which were not captured in the initial problem frame. They referred to the experience, interaction, quality, expression, or installation of the product. For example, the MK1-E cargo bike was initially signified by the problem frame, the Tesla of electric bikes. The experience of driving the bike was further defined and clarified by the solution frame, a three-wheeler that drives like a two-wheeler. The design of the interaction also was framed by how children get into and out of the bike, how the bike is parked, and how its battery is charged—all of which were designed with input from the solution frame, an everyday tool that works. Finally, to guide the construction—the choice of materials and components—the team added the solution frame, quality that lasts.

As the cases show, the problem frame and the solution frames together provide the designer or design team with a plausible image—a meaning frame—that rationalizes what is being created. Furthermore, the meaning frame constitutes a direction for the desired goal and creates an understanding of the relevance and relative importance of features. The problem frames and the solution frames together integrate different perspectives, set the boundary for the design situation, and prioritize the designers’ attention, both for the overall vision and for the details. They also provide the context for the decision-making and direction with respect to the overall experience and to more concrete elements, such as materials and components.
Based on the thorough literature review and the in-depth analysis of the case studies, we suggest the following characterization of a meaning frame:

- A meaning frame is created from a problem frame and a varying number of solution frames, depending on the specific product. The problem frame creates a novel standpoint from which the problem can be solved, whereas the different solution frames add further perspectives or detailed direction to certain aspects of the product.
- A meaning frame consists of a number of insights and aspired values that are connected to a set of working principles, often expressed as metaphors or one-liners.
- A meaning frame creates a plausible image that rationalizes what is being created.
- In the design process, four aspects of the meaning frame can be identified: 1) a desired end state or goal; 2) the relative importance or relevance of features (i.e., prioritization of the designers’ attention); 3) boundaries of the design situation (e.g., problem scope, solution scope, and resource constraints); and 4) criteria for evaluation (of new information, features, and possible solution concepts).
- A meaning frame is a basis for creating a shared mental model among design team members and is ascribed to the entirety of the knowledge and belief structures associated with the design.
- A meaning frame gives context to decision making and helps steer the design process.

Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, we have contributed to the discussion and revitalization of the concept of framing. As many design researchers have suggested before us, we see great potential in framing as a key to approaching the wicked and ambiguous problems that emerge in early phases of innovation.

In this paper, we have tried to clarify framing theory and terminology to understand and support the rather complex framing process in which design teams engage during the early phases of innovation. Based on a thorough literature review and an in-depth analysis of five product cases, we have examined how design teams move from an overall framing of the wicked problem—in the literature, the problem frame—to creating a
meaningful solution. This study contributes to the previous literature by establishing a clear division between problem frames and meaning frames, as well as by defining the characteristics of meaning frames. This definition provides insight into how designers, based on the overall problem frame, construct a set of solution frames, thus moving toward a solution that integrates different perspectives. Together, the problem frame and the solution frames constitute the framing of the meaningful solution; hence, we call the assemblage the meaning frame. When the design team creates a meaning frame, it sets and clarifies the boundaries, the values and goals, and the criteria for evaluating a proposed solution. As such, the study sheds light on the otherwise hidden reasoning process of framing toward a meaningful solution, rather than simply framing the problem, as a majority of the current literature does.

Identifying and studying meaning frames has illuminated the designers’ inherent framing process. Moreover, this characterization of meaning frames and development of a methodology for analyzing them provides design teams, who work in the front-end of innovation, with a framework or structure for communicating their reasoning in the concept development process and supports their on-going reflection and evaluation of the concepts. Finally, being able to understand and dissect different integrated perspectives into multiple solution frames provides an opportunity to transfer or mobilize the solution frames to inspire and drive new and innovative product concepts.